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Working toward our 2020 vision of “Pursuing Smart Innovation,” it is important to expand 

our telecommunications business in the midst of intense environmental changes, and to 

strengthen our smart life business and other businesses segment. In particular, we must 

create new value in cooperation with our 

partner companies through our “+d” initiative. 

In order to do this, we need to develop a 

work environment in which each of our 

diverse employees can grow and be active. 

DOCOMO will strive to enhance its human 

resource development programs to bring out 

the abilities of each individual by promoting 

its personnel system and employee 

development system as an integrated whole.

In addition, in order to provide an 

environment in which every employee can 

play an active role, DOCOMO is focusing on 

creating workplaces where employees can 

work in safety and good health.

 Basic Policies and Philosophy

DOCOMO incorporates its human resource strategy into personnel systems and works 

to maximize the abilities and motivation of every employee by assigning the right jobs to 

the right people, promoting skill development and conducting appropriate performance 

assessments. 

We never discriminate in our hiring and employment practices, and we always 

strive for equal opportunity and fair compensation. Discrimination is defined as creating 

differences in opportunity and treatment with respect to hiring, promotion, compensation 

and training that are not based on reasonable elements such as a personal ability, aptitude 

or accomplishment. Characteristics that tend to form the basis for discrimination include 

race, ethnicity, nationality, regional origin, skin color, age, gender, sexual orientation, 

mental or physical disability, religion, political beliefs, labor union membership and marital 

status. Medical examinations and pregnancy tests are also considered as aspects of 

discriminatory practices when used to hinder equal opportunity or fair treatment.

DOCOMO also works to prohibit child labor and forced labor and ensures that 

minimum wages are in accordance with the law.

Employment and Compensation

Human Resources Strategy

DOCOMO respects diversity in its myriad forms—diversity of gender, age, nationality and 

values. We strive to create a corporate culture in which all employees can feel comfortable 

and secure in their jobs and demonstrate their aptitude regardless of their diverse 

attributes.

● Individual Growth Leads to Further 
Expansion of “+d”

Off-the-job training
(personal growth)

On-the-job training
(includes assignments)

Taking stock 
of skills

Skills checkup
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● Employee Data (DOCOMO)

FY2013 FY2014 FY2015

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total

Number of Employees*1 (excluding loaned 
employees) 8,874 2,099 10,973 5,897 1,447 7,344 6,046 1,570 7,616

Number of Foreign Nationals*1 57 30 87 59 36 95 65 44 109

Number of Persons with Disabilities*2 - - 201 - - 210 - - 283

Ratio of Persons with Disabilities*2 - - 2.10% - - 2.10% - - 2.16%

Employees

Average Age*1 40.9 36.7 40.1 40.2 36.1 39.4 40.5 36.6 39.7

Average Years of Continued Service (excluding 
persons seconded out/in)*1 18.0 14.0 17.2 17.3 13.7 16.6 17.5 14.0 16.8

Average salary (yen) - - 8,289,000 - - 8,479,000 - - 8,648,000 

Average Total Annual Hours Worked - - 1,830 1,856.6 1,792.5 1,832.7 1,839.9 1,787.9 1,820.1

Average Overtime Hours Worked - - 182.3 206.0 127.8 176.5 194.9 130.2 170.2

Employment

Number of People Hired 210 77 287 179 90 269 161 76 237

Recent College Graduates 185 72 257 159 84 243 156 76 232

Number of Foreign Nationals 10 7 17 9 7 16 9 9 18

Number of Mid-Career Hires 25 5 30 20 6 26 5 0 5

Number of People Reengaged - - - 0 1 1 - - -

Turnover

Number of Job Leavers (only for voluntary 
termination) 81 30 111 139 37 176 117 31 148

Turnover rate (only for voluntary termination) - - 0.78% - - 1.2% - - 1.05%

*1 End of fiscal year
*2 End of fiscal year and includes loaned employees. Figures for fiscal 2015 include data for DOCOMO CS, Inc. and DOCOMO PlusHearty, Inc.
*3 Ratio of persons with disabilities is based on the calculation method designated by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare.

● Number of Mid-Career Hires

● Number of Employees Who Are Citizens of 
Countries Other than Japan (DOCOMO)

● Starting Salaries (DOCOMO)

Monthly
Salary

Comparison to 
Minimum Wage*

Junior University 180,710 123.1%

Technical College Graduate 183,260 124.8%

University Graduate 209,480 142.7%

Graduate with an M.A. 234,490 159.7%

Graduate with a Ph.D. 283,450 193.0%

(FY)
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* Calculated as 146,790 yen based on the minimum wage in Tokyo (932 yen/
hour) (21 days × 932 yen × 7.5 hours). DOCOMO provides salaries and 
bonuses that differ by qualification and rank; however, men and women 
with the same qualifications and rank receive equal pay.

(As of April 1, 2016)
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● Employee Satisfaction

DOCOMO conducts an employee attitude survey every year to gauge employee 

awareness and vitalize the workplace toward its goal of creating an open, dynamic working 

environment Group-wide. In general, the survey is conducted via the Internet in the form 

of a questionnaire and covers all employees (including limited-term employees and other 

temporary staff) at DOCOMO, its 12 shared services subsidiaries and six other Group 

companies. In fiscal 2015, a total of 33,973 respondents participated in the survey. It is 

composed of 59 items encompassing the four elements of “job satisfaction,” “individual 

values and work styles,” “the individual’s relationship with the surrounding organization” 

and “relationship between the organization and society,” and improvements are made each 

year to reflect the survey results.

The survey was not conducted in fiscal 2014. The scores were arrived at by quantifying the 
survey results on a scale where the maximum score is 5.

● Human Resource Management System

Respecting Individual Capabilities and Promoting Employees of Diverse 

Nationalities

DOCOMO is committed to hiring people for their skills and abilities, not their nationality. 

In fiscal 2015, we hired 18 new non-Japanese employees, who are now pursuing careers 

at the Company, in Japan and overseas, including in the Global Business Division, the 

Research and Development Division and the Corporate Sales and Marketing Division. The 

ratio of women among new hires currently exceeds 30%.

Appropriate Performance Assessments

The purpose of assessing employee performance is to develop skills and increase 

motivation to ultimately enhance corporate performance. All DOCOMO employees are 

evaluated on their performance and career development twice a year. To ensure fairness, 

assessments are conducted in three stages by several people, including primary and 

secondary evaluators and a coordinator. Organizational objectives are broken down into 

individual goals, on which we base our assessments of each employee’s performance. 

Assessments involve interviews on setting goals, progress reviews, feedback, discussions 

about achievements, and evaluations of results to produce a comprehensive appraisal and 

examination of overall performance. Additionally, any employee who disagrees with their 

assessment can submit an objection to the Human Resources Management Department 

through the consultation desk of each organization.

Multidimensional Performance Appraisals Give Managers Insight

Once a year, managers of all areas—departments, offices, branches, and sections—

engage in self-evaluations as well as reviews by supervisors, colleagues and subordinates 

by way of 360-degree assessment. 

Multifaceted assessments particularly address management competencies such 

as developing a vision, coaching and demonstrating leadership. Evaluation results are 

conveyed to the managers and their supervisors and serve to highlight any discrepancies 

between self-perceptions and the perceptions of others through qualitative evaluations in 

the form of advice from others on strengths and areas requiring attention and quantitative 

● Employee Satisfaction (DOCOMO Group Average)
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Labor Relations

● Labor Relations in the DOCOMO Group (Japan)

Labor and management cooperate to continually improve the workplace in accordance 

with the Basic Policy on Labor Relations and the Basic Policy on Collective Bargaining. 

A good relationship between labor and management is reliant on good communication. 

In light of this, we have established a number of committees, which regularly meet to 

discuss a range of issues and exchange views and opinions.

The Safety & Health Committee discusses the promotion of employee health and 

safety, including areas such as overwork, mental healthcare and health management. The 

Negotiation Committee discusses working conditions and other matters; the Management 

Council discusses management policies and related issues; and the Work-Life Balance 

Committee discusses the reduction of working hours and overtime as well as the promotion 

of diversity. 

According to the terms of the Basic Agreement with the NTT Labor Union, if DOCOMO 

encounters the need to reduce its staff due to circumstances such as a business 

reorganization, an agreement must be reached with the labor union before any such action 

can be taken. DOCOMO is committed to upholding the terms of the basic agreement, 

which requires that matters subject to agreement be approached with an emphasis on 

discussion and that efforts be made to resolve matters with mutual understanding and 

consent. Furthermore, under the Agreement on Employee Relocation, DOCOMO abides 

by a collective agreement that designates a minimum notice period of 10 days before an 

official announcement. Union membership is roughly 100%.

No complaints have been received concerning labor practice that resulted in a claim 

requiring response or resolution through formal claim processing institutions.

● All NTT Workers Union of Japan, Docomo Headquarters (in Japanese only)

URL http://www.docomohonbu.org/

evaluations based on performance ratings. The program is intended to raise awareness 

and hone managerial skills by encouraging managers to develop a deeper insight into the 

attitudes and behavior expected of them and make continuous improvements with clear 

goals. We will continue to cultivate an environment that encourages employees to be open 

and humble in respect to the evaluations and opinions of those around them.

● Pension Plan

DOCOMO maintains two corporate pension plans, the NTT Employee Pension Fund and a 

defined contribution corporate pension plan. 

The NTT Employee Pension Fund is a defined benefit plan and a life annuity resourced 

by a premium contributed by labor and management. 

We adopted the defined contribution pension plan in April 2014 in view of changes in 

the public pension program that serves as the pillar of post-retirement income, including 

raising the age at which pension payments begin. In addition, the increasingly diverse 

lifestyles of employees require a pension plan that can flexibly respond to their post-

retirement income needs. We have also sought to minimize the impact of fund management 

performance on pension financing to ensure a stable, long-term corporate pension 

program. Following the introduction of the defined contribution pension plan, funds for the 

months after April 2014 under the former defined benefit type, contract-based corporate 

pension plan were transferred to the defined contribution plan.

http://www.docomohonbu.org/
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Basic Policies and Philosophy

Our ideal employee is someone with high aspirations who seeks continuous growth, builds 

relationships with enthusiasm and modesty, and boldly takes on challenges to steadily attain 

our medium-term targets and to realize stronger collaboration with our partners. With this in 

mind, we encourage each employee to strive for personal growth and develop their skills.

● DOCOMO’s Ideal Employee

Centered on these qualities of an ideal employee, we offer educational programs designed 

to strengthen the capabilities required by the “Mobile,” “Smart Life” and “Global” areas of 

our business.

Human Resource Development

An individual with high aspirations who thinks deeply and takes action 

independently

Personal growth is a prerequisite for organizational growth. It is therefore important 

that each individual pursues self-improvement toward achieving their goals while also 

viewing corporate challenges as personal issues.

An individual who is both curious and modest, and is capable of working with 

others to create new value

To create new value for society through collaboration with “+d” partner companies, it 

is important to relate to others with interest and modesty.

An individual who strives for change and boldly takes on challenges without 

fear of failure

Since the Company’s growth currently depends on bolstering its communications 

business and further expanding its smart life businesses, we now need personnel who 

can bring change and take on new challenges more than ever before.

● Human Resource Development Management

In employee education, we emphasize a PDCA cycle that begins with learning and 

understanding through training and is followed by practice and review. In all our training 

programs, supervisors seek to raise employee awareness of their roles and then follow 

up with post-training interviews in which practical advice is offered. By linking off-the-job 

training and self-improvement with on-the-job training, we have created an environment 

where the effects of training are enhanced and employees can apply at their respective 

worksites what they have learned.

We are further developing training programs in which employees take stock of their current 

skill set required by their position and identify gaps between their current status and what 

they consider to be ideal in order to analyze their strengths and weaknesses. Employees 

subsequently use their feedback report to review their work in consultation with their 

supervisors.

In this way, we are reinforcing on-the-job training at each workplace to provide 

opportunities for appropriately evaluating the attitudes and behavior of employees, 

encouraging individual development by helping to improve the quality of work, and 

supporting employees in realizing their dreams.

Off-the-Job Training On-the-Job Training 
(at each workplace)

Before During After

InterviewInterviewInterview

Apply to 
practice

Practical 
support

Employee

Immediate 
Manager

Clarify a 
sense of 
purpose

Raise 
awareness

Learn and 
realize

Review 
leading to 
practice

Practical 
advice

・ Understand the gap between what 
is ideal and what is considered to be 
the self
・ Improve skills through business
・Review

・ Understand each individual 
(career vision, strengths, weaknesses)

・ Provide growth opportunities and 
daily guidance
・ Feedback
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● Skills and Capabilities Required for +d Human Resources

We defined the following skills that will be particularly necessary along the three phases of 

business creation to nurture “+d” human resources capable of creating new businesses 

and new services in collaboration with external partners.

● Common Self-Development Support System for the DOCOMO Group

In July 2014, DOCOMO Group companies adopted a set of common criteria for supporting 

self-development and a menu of courses to create a unified system of operation. With 

this revision, we expanded the menu of courses for distance education and support for 

obtaining certifications to enhance the mobile business of Group companies. Together 

the DOCOMO Group seeks to strengthen the capabilities of each employee by eliminating 

disparities within the Group and establishing an environment that encourages employees 

to actively engage in self-development activities.

We should begin by thoroughly understanding and identifying with our partners and their 

environment and draw out their real intentions (Phase 1). We should then exercise creativity 

to develop a hypothesis and determine what we would do to address challenges that lie 

in the way of co-creating new value (Phase 2) and also act on our own initiative (Phase 3). 

This process should be repeated. We consider the stance and mindset of persevering with 

passion and a sense of ownership as vital elements for sustaining this process.

Phase1

Common Qualities

Investigate /
Draw a Response

● Ability to analyze industry
Abil ity to conduct objective 
investigation and analysis of 
the market size, stakeholders 
and their power relationship, 
and future trends in the target 
industry

● Ability to inquire and observe
Abil ity to draw out and uncover 
real intentions and needs that 
are not expressed in words 
through relaxed conversation 
with customers and 
counterpar ts

Phase2
Think / Conceive

● Creative faculty
Abil ity to generate ideas 
through unfettered, f lexible 
thinking that also incorporates 
diverse views, or the abil i ty 
to recognize new value in 
conventional ideas

● Strategic thinking
Abil ity to come up with a 
strategic course of action 
based on an analysis of 
internal/external environments 
and customer needs (including 
the abil i ty to formulate 
business models and balance 
budgets)

Phase3
Involve / Execute

● Presentation and 
negotiation skills

Abil ity to express one’s personal 
or corporate vision in an 
appealing manner, interact with 
counterpar ts who hold conf l icting 
interests, and reach a mutually 
agreed-upon conclusion

● Project management skills
Abil ity to execute a project 
according to schedule while 
overcoming challenges within 
the given resources to achieve 
a goal

Check  /  Improve

Stance 
and 
mindset

●Passion and 
aspirations

Strong resolve and 
conviction to accomplish 
tasks, regardless of the 
dif f iculties

● Independence
Attitude and stance 
of acting on one’s 
own initiative and 
judgment with a sense 
of ownership

●Spirit of cooperation
The capacity to engage with colleagues on one’s 
own initiative and work together by of fer ing 
mutual support, and the abil i ty to demonstrate 
sympathy as well as sometimes engaging in 
earnest debate toward achieving team goals

Programs for Supporting the Development of Various Abilities

We implement a medium- to long-term development system through programs designed 

to support ability development that follow the career path of each employee, while paying 

due consideration to individual aptitudes. We particularly seek to respond to customers’ 

increasingly diverse and sophisticated needs by providing training programs for specific 

purposes, including programs suited to each career level, training to develop specific 

areas of expertise and elective training programs. We work to enhance these programs 

as necessary. In fiscal 2015, we began conducting Group-wide employee training by 

integrating the training framework for DOCOMO employees and career track employees at 

DOCOMO Group companies to create an efficient system for organizing the training.

In fiscal 2016, we sought to further bolster the development of “+d” human resources 

by creating a brand new lineup under “+d” training within the framework of elective 

training programs organized by the Human Resources Management Department. We also 

expanded training opportunities for all Group employees to achieve corporate growth 

based on the successful careers of diverse human resources.

In addition, as part of our efforts to help employees with their own development, we 

provide various programs to respect individuals’ willingness to learn. We make available a 

menu of around 690 correspondence courses and also provide support for acquisition of 

around 120 types of certification. In fiscal 2015, about 480 DOCOMO employees acquired 

some form of private or public certification.
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● Business Skill Development Programs

We offer six categories of training and self-development programs based on career position 

and level of participant.

● Employee Training Expenses (DOCOMO)

FY2013 FY2014 FY2015

Number of training programs provided − 940 1,040

Cost of training per person
(yen/person)* Approx. 123,000 Approx. 96,500 Approx. 74,200

Hours of training per person
(hours/person)* Approx. 58 hours Approx. 51 hours Approx. 50 hours

* Includes employees on loan

● Implementation of Major Business Skill Development Programs

Description of Training Outline and Purpose Participants

1. Training for acquiring skills 
required by each career level

Training intended for new employees, newly-appointed 
senior managers, managers and assistant managers  
aimed at acquiring necessary skills

Approx. 
1,100

2. Training for taking stock of 
current skill set

Training aimed at gauging the current level of acquired 
skills

Approx. 
1,800

3. Elective training to hone 
business skills required by each 
career level

Varied training courses that cater to individual skill needs 
and skills required by each career level. Participants 
attend the courses of their choice.

Approx. 
2,600

4. Expert training to hone 
specialized skills

Training aimed at acquiring specialized skills required by 
each area of operations

Approx. 
2,000

5. Individualized training for Group 
companies

Training aimed at acquiring specialized skills required by 
each Group company N/A  

6. Support for language courses, 
distance learning and 
acquisition of qualifications

Programs aimed at motivating employees to achieve self-
growth and supporting self-initiated ability development

Approx. 
1,000

Senior 
managers

Managers
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Mid-career 
employees

New 
employees
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acquiring skills 
required by each 
career level
(Common skills)
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Participants Level

Training for 
taking stock of 
current skill set
(Common skills)

Elective training 
to hone business 
skills required by 
each career level
(Common skills)

Expert training to 
hone specialized 
skills
(Specialized 
skills)

Offered by 
DOCOMO

Individual 
training for Group 
companies
(Specialized 
skills)

Offered 
by Group 

companies

Support for 
language 
courses, 
distance learning 
and acquisition 
of qualifications

introductory 
training for 
managers

E.g. 

language 
schools

E.g.Leadership 
Skills

Review I

E.g. 

creative 
approach 

to problem-
solving

E.g.

corporate sales 
and marketing

E.g.

DOCOMO 
Systems, Inc.

E.g.

1

Off-the-Job Training1

On-the-Job Training3

Self-
Development2
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●Providing Opportunities to Support Employee Motivation

DOCOMO posts jobs internally to provide opportunities for ambitious employees. 

Employees are free to apply for openings on their own initiative. The jobs that come up 

tend to require specific skills or are associated with new business activities. A total of 1,531 

employees had applied by the end of fiscal 2015, and of this total, around 260 are currently 

working in their department of choice.

● Sending Employees to Companies in Different Industries to Develop Human 

Resources Who Are Able to Create New Value

In April 2016, we launched the “DOCOMO Degeiko Project (OJT at companies in 

different industries)” with the objective of developing human resources who will drive our 

“+d” initiatives toward our goal of creating new value through co-creation with partner 

companies. This is a human resource development project in which employees are 

dispatched to companies in different industries, in principle for a one-year period, during 

which they are given an opportunity to work on a challenging new business to gain fresh 

perspectives and skills that are unavailable at DOCOMO. In the first term, seven employees 

were selected from over 100 who applied from across Japan. They are currently sharing 

their latest endeavors and new discoveries through the corporate intranet and at meetings 

for reporting on their activities. We plan to expand these opportunities to further enhance 

our human resource development efforts.

● Employee Development Program for Generating Innovation

Since 2015, DOCOMO has been continuously offering a practical development program within 

R&D Innovation Division to bolster the generation of fresh ideas that serve as the basis of new 

products and services.

Under the structure of this program, we begin by seeking applications from employees 

who wish to take part in generating new services. Also, we build a team that includes outside 

staff as well as students and hold a Boot Camp to provide an overview of the program. We then 

invite an external lecturer to provide a more practical program through which participants learn 

about the methods and basic knowledge that are necessary for creating services and conduct 

interviews with target users. Under the program, we act as advisors to support development by 

each team according to their respective status of progress.

DOCOMO will seek to remain an enterprise that provides new value for society with a 

sense of speed by continuing to focus its efforts on developing human resources that can 

consistently generate innovation.

Generate strong 
personnel and teams 
capable of turning 
ideas into business and 
leading the way together 
with the concept of 
“feasible ideas for 
commercialization”

Create a business ecosystem aimed at program growth by receiving 
feedback of participants’ experience of success or failure

Preliminary Stage

First condition Growth Stage

Passion

Main program

Verify hypothesis in 
the market

Boot Camp
Consider ideas

Presentation

PoC Release

Consider business 
model

Main program of 
innovationStudio

Divergence Convergence Hypothesis Verification Scrutiny

Logic of generating abundant ideas
Creative thinking

Acquire the logic of design thinking
Verification/Ability to take action

Thinking beyond ideas (prototype)
Ability to create business

Selection of
i.studio

members

Internal

External
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● Development of Global Human Resources

To respond to the globalized needs of our domestic operations, such as product 

development with overseas vendors and cooperation and negotiation with “over-the-top” 

players, we have strengthened our global human resource program from its earlier focus on 

a self-driven acquisition of language skills based on TOEIC to placing more emphasis on 

practical skills. We now support group studies through which employees seek to enhance 

each other’s language skills, and we have also added new programs, such as overseas 

study and exchange gatherings with past Global OJT participants as well as employees 

with overseas bases to boost employee motivation.

● Global Human Resource Programs

The following is a list of our global human resource programs.

Programs Overview

Overseas study Enrollment in MBA/LLM courses at top schools
(1 to 2 years)

Global OJT Work experience at overseas subsidiaries and local affiliates
(6 months to 1 year)

Skill check
(TOEIC SW, Versant, 
TOEFL)

Encourage assessment of speaking and writing skills that cannot be measured by 
TOEIC, to attain more advanced and practical English proficiency

Support for attending 
language schools Support mastery of conversational skills in areas such as listening and speaking

Skill check (TOEIC) Encourage mastery of basic skills by measuring listening and reading skills

Distance language 
learning

Provide self-learning opportunities for listening skills, business English, preparation 
for TOEIC

Financial incentives 
for acquiring 
qualifications

Provide financial incentives according to TOEIC score

Guidance on study 
methods

Provide information on recommended study methods, textbooks and apps via the 
intranet to encourage a sustained effort

Language proficiency 
check (career level 
training)

Raise awareness of the importance of language skills by taking exams in 
conjunction with the new training stage

Global Fielders Introduce carriers of employees on the frontlines of global business using the 
intranet site

Exchange meetings
Raise the motivation of employees seeking international careers by providing 
opportunities to meet employees through overseas study or Global OJT experience 
and those working at overseas sites

Enhance 
practical 

skills

Enhance 
mindset

Enhance 
language 

skills
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● Overseas Study

DOCOMO seeks to develop human resources suitable for global careers by providing an 

overseas study program in which employees with over four years of experience are enrolled 

in coursework offered by overseas graduate schools of business (MBA) for one to two 

years. In fiscal 2015, we dispatched nine employees to attend one- to two-year courses 

at universities. We plan to continue offering the program while closely observing business 

environment and trends.

● Global On-the-Job Training

DOCOMO seeks to develop human resources suitable for global careers by providing the 

Global OJT program in which employees with over four years of experience are dispatched 

to overseas local affiliates, subsidiaries, investee companies and corporate partners.

In addition to foreign language skills, the program is intended to nurture business skills, 

such as international sensitivity and business practices by engaging in actual business 

operations. In fiscal 2015, we dispatched 12 employees to several overseas companies 

for an assignment. The program is provided across a wide area that includes sales, service 

planning and development, depending on the background of each employee, and offers 

an opportunity to gain valuable experience that cannot be obtained in Japan. We plan 

to continue offering the program by reviewing the companies to which employees are 

dispatched with close attention to the prevailing business environment and trends.

Basic Policies and Philosophy

DOCOMO emphasizes the promotion of diversity management to combine and harness the 

various abilities and ideas of its diverse employees as a new organizational driver toward 

generating further value. We seek sustainable development as a company by allowing 

employees to demonstrate their wisdom and talents by freely pursuing diverse thinking and 

styles and by embracing differences in opinion to achieve positive outcomes.

Promoting Diversity Management

Services and modes of use are becoming increasingly diversified in the mobile phone 

market. To keep ahead of the curve and continue providing attractive value for customers, 

DOCOMO has consistently pursued diversity management, deriving our corporate strength 

from a diverse workforce that represents different attributes including gender, age and 

nationality.

Diversity Management System

In July 2006, we established the Diversity Development Office as a dedicated organization 

and have been working on establishing diversity, women’s empowerment, and enhancing 

systems that promote the work-life balance. In fiscal 2016, we will aim to further cultivate 

our corporate culture by focusing on the four priority areas of nurturing an awareness of 

diversity and transforming working styles, promoting women’s careers, promoting the 

work-life balance, and developing versatile systems.

Furthermore, through structural reforms undertaken in July 2014, we have reorganized 

our systems so that the Group can unite in an effort to promote diversity. We appointed 

diversity promotion managers in the General Affairs Department and Human Resources 

Management Department at each regional office and Group company, and are actively 

pursuing initiatives that address issues specific to each company or region.

Promoting Diversity
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● Initiatives for Promoting Diversity (Priority Areas—Four Pillars)

Pillars of the 
Initiatives

Keywords for 
Action Description of Activities

Nurturing
Awareness

Nurture 
awareness of
diversity and 
transform
working styles

Mutual 
understanding
and creative 
thinking

• Communicating the top commitment (dispatch of message)
• docomo EVERYDAY (intranet with messages from the 

head of the Diversity Promotion Office and introductions of 
employees from different departments)

• Diversity awareness survey and e-learning for all employees
• National conference of Diversity Promotion Managers
• Activities of the Diversity Promotion Working Group at the 

head office and regional offices
• Diversity Seminar for Upper Management
• Diversity training for each career level (for second-year 

employees and assistant managers, managers and senior 
managers upon appointment)

Promoting
Women’s
Careers

Promote 
women’s
careers

Raise 
awareness of
career 
development

• Set and disclose numerical targets for female management, 
monitor progress

• Win-d activities (women’s innovative network at DOCOMO)
(1) Win-d First (new employees)
(2) Win-d Start (mid-career employees)
(3) Win-d Next (managers)

• Diversity Forum (for managers, new employees, and 
students)

• Support for maintaining contact with the workplace during 
childcare leave (docomo Smile Relay)
(1) Information device rental, SNS, dispatch of in-house 

magazine, additional interview prior to maternity leave 
and reinstatement

(2) Forum for employees on childcare leave
• Seminars to support employees balancing work with 

parenthood (immediate manager and employee following 
reinstatement)

• Career development training: EX2, EX3

Promoting
the
Work-Life
Balance

Promote the 
work-life
balance

Eliminate 
concerns and 
encourage male 
and female
participation

• Family Day
• Seminars to support employees balancing work with 

nursing care
• Online distribution of knowledge on nursing care 
• Promotion of male participation in childcare (childcare 

seminars for fathers and mothers, dPapa Project, etc.)

Versatile
Systems

Develop 
versatile
systems

Effective 
operation

• Consideration for flexible working styles (Multi-work)
• Telework: promote the Working from Home Program
• Promote the hiring of persons with disabilities
• Promote the acceptance of LGBT, non-Japanese 

employees, etc.
• Promote understanding of optimal personnel allocation

● Empowering Female Employees

DOCOMO is working to realize a corporate culture and working environment under which 

female employees can fulfill aspects of home life, which may include having and raising 

children, while also meeting work responsibilities.

As part of such efforts, in November 2011, DOCOMO signed on to express its support 

of the Women’s Empowerment Principles—Equality Means Business, which are advocated 

by the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN 

Women), a UN organization that addresses the extension of women’s participation in 

economic activities. These principles were jointly formulated in 2010 with the United 

Nations Global Compact as a guide for helping corporations streamline existing policies 

or establish new policies and businesses so that women could participate in every level 

or field of economic activities. The UN Women and the United Nations Global Compact 

appeal to corporations and organizations around the world to sign onto these principles.

With its signing of the principles, DOCOMO is now striving to promote even greater 

diversity throughout the Group.

1. Establish high-level corporate leadership for gender equality.
2. Treat all women and men fairly at work—respect and support human rights and 

nondiscrimination.
3. Ensure the health, safety and well-being of all women and men workers.
4. Promote education, training and professional development for women.
5. Implement enterprise development, supply chain and marketing practices that empower 

women.
6. Promote equality through community initiatives and advocacy.
7. Measure and publicly report on progress to achieve gender equality.

The Seven Women’s Empowerment Principles
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● Female Employees in Managerial Positions

● Annual Number of New Managerial Appointments and Female Managers

FY2013 FY2014 FY2015

Male 3,816 97.3％ 4,017 97.0％ 3,939 96.4％

Female 105 2.7％ 125 3.0％ 149 3.6％

FY2013 FY2014 FY2015

Male 249 92.2% 226 91.9% 242 90.0%

Female 21 7.8% 20 8.1% 27 10.0%

● Support for Women’s Career Development (Promoting Women’s Careers)

At DOCOMO we are accelerating our drive to promote successful careers for women, raise 

their awareness of career development, and develop an environment in which they can 

fully demonstrate their abilities. Specific activities designed for these purposes include 

the launch in 2006 of Win-d*, a network of programs through which support for women’s 

careers is offered for professional development at each career level. Under Win-d, we 

have promoted initiatives such as medium-term career development training, exchange 

meetings with other industries and Diversity Forums. In fiscal 2015, we set up Win-d Next 

for female senior managers to provide mentoring by organization heads and exchanges 

with executives. And in fiscal 2016, we created Win-d First for younger employees, 

primarily to bolster our awareness-raising initiatives. Additionally, we seek to build a 

stronger vertical pipeline through efforts such as offering mentoring by female managers 

who serve as role models.

● Win-d Activities by Career Level

Senior managers 
and above

Managers

Assistant 
managers

General 
employees Other training (for women and men)

Win-d activities by career level

Development of 
leaders for the 
next-generation

Participation in 
NTT Group manager seminars

Exchange meetings with executives /
Mentoring by organization heads
Expanded opportunities for friendly

competition among managers

Develop role models / Develop leadership

Leadership training added to raise career awareness

Mentoring for younger employees

Provide motivation for career development 
through dialogue with managers

Act as role models

Cooperate with
Win-d Start exchange meetings

Support for Win-d First added for the 
purpose of developing subordinates

Cooperate with 
Win-d First as mentors

First year Second year

Training aimed at 
personal growth and 
raising career awareness

For
myself

Activities for giving back 
by nurturing subordinates 
and younger employees

For
others

Expert

Win-d Next

Win-d Start

Win-d First
New

New

New

Nurturing Diversity Awareness and Transforming Working Styles

To encourage a greater understanding of diversity, DOCOMO has been pursuing various 

efforts such as disseminating commitment messages from top management, endorsing 

the Women’s Empowerment Principles (WEPs), obtaining the Kurumin certification mark, 

creating initiatives for LGBT and sexual minorities and reducing overtime. In future, we 

will seek to strengthen our organizational activities to ensure that a corporate culture that 

recognizes diversity as our “Shared Value” will firmly take root. Using the keywords “deeper 

understanding of diversity” and “high quality working styles,” we will promote activities 

aimed at increasing our understanding of diversity across the Group and seek the further 

evolution of activities that are positively reflected in our corporate performance.

Promoting Women’s Careers

Among all of our diversity-related efforts, we have been making a particularly forceful drive 

to support women’s careers toward achieving our goal of doubling the ratio of female 

managers to 5.0% compared to fiscal 2012 and appointing more than ten women to the 

post of director (including Group companies) by fiscal 2018.

* Women’s innovation network at DOCOMO (programs for promoting the careers of female managers)
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● Excerpt from the Response to Employee Awareness Survey for Fiscal 2015

● Activities by Win-d Members

Q. Which post do you aspire to attain in the future?
 (Response from female employees compared to those from the previous year)

(FY)

Senior managerGeneral manager, director Manager Assistant manager,
responsible staff

(%)0 20 40 60 80 100

2014

2015 9

8 9 27 56

11 33 47

Mid-term report on the mentoring program for fifth-year 
female employees

Meeting with directors

Career development Diversity Forum

DOCOMO Chosen for the New Diversity Management Selection 100

DOCOMO launched its Diversity Development Office in 

2006 and has since pursued the creation of a corporate 

culture and organizational climate that views diversity as a 

shared value. Subsequently, it was chosen for inclusion in 

the fiscal 2015 New Diversity Management Selection 100, 

an initiative run by the Japanese Ministry of Economy, 

Trade and Industry (METI).

DOCOMO has won recognition for these initiatives:

・Promotion of women’s careers (programs for upgrading the careers of female managers, etc.)

・Enhancement of the role of management and awareness-raising among men (promotion 

of male participation in childcare, etc.)

・Ongoing medium- and long-term support for flexible work styles and careers (sliding work 

hours, etc.)

Incentive Award from the Japan Women Engineers Forum for a DOCOMO Employee 

The Japan Women Engineers Forum (JWEF), sponsored by METI, recognizes young female 

engineers each year to encourage women’s contribution in social development. In October 

2016, a DOCOMO employee received the JWEF Incentive Award for Young Female 

Engineer for her achievements, which included being the only Japanese panelist at the 

IEEE Women In Engineering international conference.
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Promoting the Work-Life Balance

● Balancing Work with Childcare

So that employees can continue pursuing successful careers, we must transform how we work and 

take vacations, and reform our systems and corporate culture to enable them to continue working 

by achieving a balance. As one of our efforts to promote diversity, we are developing measures to 

support employees who want to balance their work and childcare.

To enable women returning from childcare leave to develop successful careers, we offer a 

program called the docomo Smile Relay, which helps them maintain contact with the workplace 

while on childcare leave and then continue with their careers. One example is the three-party 

meeting between the employee, her immediate manager and the Diversity Development Office, 

held to discuss the systems in place before the employee applies for maternity leave and working 

styles after returning to work. During childcare leave, we provide support for maintaining contact 

with the workplace by renting mobile devices, utilizing the in-house community (SNS) and holding 

related forums that enable the employee to share in-house information and remain in contact with 

her immediate manager. We conduct another three-party meeting after the employee returns to 

work, with the aims of eliminating concerns about balancing work and childcare and motivating the 

employee to develop her career.

● Family Day

DOCOMO has been holding Family Day, on which family members visit the Company, since 2010 

as part of its efforts to support employees in balancing work and parenting, so each employee can 

demonstrate their full abilities. Every year, during summer vacation, family members of DOCOMO 

Group employees are invited to Family Day, which includes visits to the workplace and an area offering 

firsthand experience of DOCOMO products and projects, smartphones and mobile phone safety 

classes, and tours of showrooms, mobile base stations, R&D facilities and other areas of interest. The 

event has not only instilled a deeper understanding among family members of the work being done 

at DOCOMO; it has also promoted the balancing of work with parenting. Moreover, it has significantly 

benefited efforts to create a comfortable workplace environment through direct communication 

between employee supervisors, colleagues and family members. In fiscal 2016, 3,741 people, 

representing 1,279 families participated across Japan, and participation has been rising every year.

● Encouraging Male Participation in Childcare

To dispel preconceived ideas of gender roles and accelerate initiatives for male participation in 

childcare and the promotion of the work-life balance, we strive to attain our targets of 30% for the 

ratio of men taking childcare leave and a life planning vacation (for childcare), and 80% for the ratio 

of men taking days off to care for children.

We also engage in such activities as holding diversity training for younger employees soon 

after they join the Company to nurture an awareness of their life plans, which include marriage, 

family planning and careers. We also offer ABC Cooking Lessons for learning about housework and 

parenting, particularly for male employees, and arrange lunch meetings and lectures.

● Balancing Work with Nursing Care

We regularly hold seminars on nursing care as part of our initiatives to promote the balance of 

work and nursing care. We also distribute information on nursing care through our intranet site. 

Offering the information on a regular basis allows employees to develop their knowledge in this area 

and creates a deeper understanding in the workplace, thereby helping to alleviate the burdens of 

employees who provide care for family members.

● Enhancing the Benefit Programs and Supporting Employee Life Plans

DOCOMO is currently bolstering its benefit programs that cover health and well-being, housing, 

recreation and other areas. Under DOCOMO’s benefit system, employees select the programs they need 

or that best fit their lifestyles from an assortment of benefits. In fiscal 2016, we introduced a childcare 

support service to the benefit program to subsidize the cost of hiring babysitters. We also run seminars 

and training courses to help employees map out their life plans.

● Achievements in Fiscal 2015

Content Results

Life Planning 
Seminar

Life planning seminars are held for new hires and employees nearing retirement. 
The seminars provide information on the various benefits we offer and help 
employees plan for life after retirement.

4 seminars held
431 people participated

Life Design 
Training

This training program seeks to motivate employees in their late 20s to start 
thinking about their life plan. It specifically teaches them about investing, pension 
plans and other aspects of financial planning.

4 seminars held
184 people participated

Life Design 
Office This office provides information and advice to employees on drawing up life plans. Used by 250 people
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Developing Versatile Systems

As a major aspect of our diversity management, we are seeking to offer more options in 

working styles in response to the shift to increasingly diverse lifestyles. By introducing 

programs such as personalized shifts (sliding working hours), early-morning shifts (priority 

work) and working from home, we have created a working environment where employees 

can choose from a broad range of options.

● Promoting the Work-Life Balance

We place priority on the work-life balance so that employees can adopt diverse working styles 

that meet the needs of the times.

In 2008, DOCOMO obtained the Kurumin certification mark, provided by the Minister of 

Health, Labour and Welfare to enterprises that support measures for the upbringing of the next 

generation, in accordance with the Act on Advancement of Measures to Support Raising Next-

Generation Children. We also promote the work-life balance through measures that enable 

employees to make full use of limited time by reviewing the way they work.

● Reducing Overwork

DOCOMO aims to enable employees to pursue priorities both inside and outside of work 

by increasing hours spent on activities for securing more quality time with family or for 

interacting with the local community and others outside the Company. To that end, we 

have been practicing “priority work” since fiscal 2015, which is based on regular working 

hours but allows employees to make use of mornings when they need to work extra hours. 

By changing our lifestyles so that there is ample time for rest, we seek to prevent overwork 

and imbalances in the workload in order to avoid the risks of illnesses. To develop a greater 

awareness of prioritizing immediate tasks and thinking of ways to complete them within 

a limited amount of time, and by acting accordingly, we are making an effort to promote 

a working style based on pursuing higher productivity as well as efficiency in our daily 

operations. In addition, we have set regular “no-overwork” days to reduce extra working 

hours to appropriate levels. As a result of these efforts, we saw a considerable decline in 

overwork in fiscal 2015.

● Representative Programs

Category System Description 

Childbirth

Mitigation of commuting during 
pregnancy 

Paid program that exempts pregnant employees from working at the start or end of the 
workday for up to 60 minutes per day

Measure related to health 
examinations, etc., during and 
after pregnancy 

Paid program that exempts employees from working to attend health guidance or a 
health examination during pregnancy or within a year after pregnancy

Special leave (maternity leave) Six-week paid leave before childbirth (14 weeks for multiple pregnancies) and eight-
week paid leave after childbirth

Childcare 

Childcare break Paid program that provides a break of up to 45 minutes from work twice per day for 
female employees who need to care for a child under one year old 

Life planning vacation 
(for childcare) 

Paid program that enables employees with children up to high school senior age to take 
more than one week off for childcare 

Childcare leave Program that enables employees with a child under three years old to take non-paid 
leave for childcare 

Shortened working hours for 
childcare

Program that offers shortened working hours for employees with a child below the third 
grade of elementary school (options: four-hour, five-hour and six-hour workdays) 

Sliding working hours for 
childcare

Program that offers individualized shifts (moving up or moving down the starting/ending 
hours of the workday) to secure time for dropping off and picking up children from 
daycare centers up to the end of elementary school

Limits on overtime or overnight 
work

Program that limits overtime, etc., for employees who need to care for a child below the 
third grade of elementary school

Reengagement of former 
employees who left for childcare

Program for rehiring former employees who left to care for a child, within a certain period 
of time since leaving the Company

Nursing 
care

Life planning vacation for nursing a 
family member Paid program that enables employees to take more than one week off for nursing care

Nursing care vacation Program that provides non-paid leave of up to five days per year to care for a family 
member (sick child, spouse giving birth, etc.)

Nursing care leave Program that enables employees to take non-paid leave to look after a family member in 
need of nursing care

Shortened working hours for 
nursing care

Program that offers shortened working hours for employees with a family member in 
need of nursing care (options: four-hour, five-hour and six-hour workdays)

Sliding working hours for nursing 
care

Program that offers individualized shifts (moving up or moving down the starting/ending 
hours of the workday) to secure time for nursing family members

Limits on overtime or overnight 
work Program that limits overtime, etc., for employees who need to care for a family member

Working from home
Program that allows an employee to temporarily work at a location other than 
their regular worksite as a means of supporting the work-life balance, encouraging 
independence and creativity, or increasing productivity
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● Usage of Leaves and Programs (DOCOMO Group, Fiscal 2015)

Male 
Employees

Female 
Employees Total

Paid vacation days 

Average number of paid vacation days taken 18.7 17.0 18.0

Average percentage of paid vacation days taken 93.3% 84.9% 90.1%

Maternity and childcare leave 

Maternity leave - 285 285

Childcare leave 18 542 560

Shortened working hours for childcare 1 709 710

Nursing care 

Nursing care leave 5 8 13

Short-term leave for nursing care 9 3 12

Shortened working hours for nursing care 2 4 6

Life Planning Vacation 

Childcare 160 79 239

Nursing care 307 47 354

Volunteering activities 322 51 373

Rehiring program 

Rehired after childcare leave 0 3 3

Rehired after transferring 0 2 2

Rehired after nursing care leave 1 1 2

Working from Home Program

Working from Home Program 5,542 1,356 6,898

● Employees Utilizing Versatile Systems (DOCOMO)

Number of Employees

Sliding working hours 90

Flextime 412

Shortened working hours for childcare 278

Working from Home Program 171

Pregnancy Childbirth 1-year-old 3-year-old Life Stage

S
ystem

s for B
alancing C

hildcare and W
ork

V
acation and Leave

W
orking H

ours, etc.
O

ther 
P

rogram
s

Paid Life Planning Vacation
(fertility treatment)

Paid special leave 
(childbirth)
(No statutory obligations regarding salary)

Paid Life Planning Vacation 
(childcare) (participation in school events) High school senior

Non-paid childcare leave
Work leave to care for a 
child up to 3 years old

3 years

(statutory obligation: up to 1 and a half years old)

Paid childcare 
break 1-year-old

Shortened working hours for childcare
Program offering shortened working hours to care 
for a child up to the third grade of elementary school 
(options: 4-hour, 5-hour or 6-hour workdays)

Third grade 
of elementary 
school

Third grade 
of elementary 
school

Limits on overtime or overnight work
Program limiting overtime work, etc., to care for a 
child up to the third grade of elementary school

(statutory obligation: up to the start of elementary school)

(statutory obligation: up to the start of elementary school)

Paid program for 
mitigating commuting 
during pregnancy 

Paid program related to health examinations, 
etc., during and after pregnancy

(no statutory obligations 
regarding salary)

(no statutory obligations regarding salary)

Reengagement of former employees 
who had left for childcare

Third grade of 
elementary school

Family allowance Under 22 years old

Statutory obligation
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Transition from Fixed-Term to Indefinite-Term Employment

In April 2014 we introduced to our functional subsidiaries throughout Japan a system of 

transferring the status of their area-limited employees, who work in areas where they live, 

from fixed-term employment to indefinite-term employment. About 2,700 employees have 

become indefinite-term employees under the system in the three years since fiscal 2014. 

Rehiring Program for Former Employees Wanting to Restart 
Their Careers

At times, employees have left the Company as a result of a spouse’s transfer to another 

location or their own desire to focus on caring for children. Many of these former employees 

would like to return to DOCOMO. A rehiring program for former employees was created to 

accommodate this desire and effectively utilize the skills and experience previously gained 

on the job.

The program is open to former employees who had worked for at least three years 

and left the Company after March 31, 2010 because their spouse was transferred or 

accepted a new position elsewhere, they relocated after getting married, or they wanted to 

concentrate on caring for children. Two former employees were rehired under this program 

in fiscal 2013, and one was rehired in fiscal 2014.

Opportunities Provided for Post-Retirement Age Workers

DOCOMO’s continued employment scheme is to rehire employees who are over 60 years 

old and have reached the mandatory retirement age. The scheme enables older employees 

to continue using their extensive experience and polished skills for the benefit of the 

Company and society.

Employees who declare their intent to be reemployed at their mandatory retirement 

age will be able to work until age 65. Under the program, we reemployed 40 of the 44 

employees who retired in fiscal 2015.

Initiatives for LGBT and Sexual Minorities

With regard to diversity management, the NTT Group has been working to promote 

women’s careers and the hiring of persons with special needs by setting up dedicated 

organizations, such as the diversity promotion offices at major NTT Group companies, 

since 2007. We have begun to pursue initiatives related to LGBT and other gender 

minorities in view of expanding social awareness. In April 2016, we clearly expressed our 

stance of developing our organization and realizing a society in which everyone can live 

and work based on who they are, regardless of their sexual orientation or gender identity. 

We strive to motivate our employees to appreciate diversity and maximize their abilities 

as well as to create a working environment that allows for efficient work styles. We have 

been making progress in applying programs related to important life events, such as 

marriage leave, bereavement leave, congratulatory/condolence money and the sending of 

congratulatory/condolence telegrams, to same-sex partnerships.

At DOCOMO, we have been participating in the NTT Group’s LGBT study groups 

and have sought to promote accurate knowledge and understanding of LGBT issues, 

not just for our workplaces but also for dealing with customers. In addition, we have 

organized training for managers and e-learning for all employees toward establishing 

a working environment in which LGBT employees can be themselves and work with 

vigor. Recognizing that human rights issues are a top management priority, we have 

sought to renew awareness of human rights among members of top management, 

including executives, the Executive General Manager of Regional Office and the heads of 

organizations. We held a human rights seminar for upper management on the theme of 

LGBT in December 2016 with the aim of promoting human 

rights-related educational activities and establishing a 

corporate culture rooted in human rights.
LGBT stands for “lesbian,” “gay,” “bisexual” and “transgender.”
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Focus on Expanding Employment Opportunities for People with 
Disabilities

DOCOMO believes that helping people with disabilities lead their own lives is one of 

its responsibilities to society. We therefore proactively hire people with disabilities. In 

fiscal 2015, there were 283 employees with disabilities engaged in various operations at 

DOCOMO, representing 2.16% of our total workforce (includes employees at DOCOMO 

CS, Inc. and DOCOMO PlusHearty, Inc. as well as employees on loan). We also provide 

seminars and training to assist in the life planning of employees with diverse needs.

Establishment of DOCOMO PlusHearty to Boost the Hiring of Persons with 

Disabilities

On October 1, 2015, we established DOCOMO PlusHearty, Inc. with the aim of promoting 

the employment of persons with disabilities. The company obtained certification as 

a special purpose subsidiary of NTT DOCOMO in February 2016. It actively employs 

persons with serious disabilities and engages in businesses such as cleaning services, 

primarily for buildings owned by DOCOMO. DOCOMO PlusHearty places emphasis on 

long-term employment. To that end, it seeks not only to employ such individuals but also 

to ensure that persons with disabilities can, throughout the DOCOMO Group, thoroughly 

demonstrate their abilities and continue working over the long term. It also provides 

support for hiring and retaining persons with disabilities as another pillar of its business 

and applies the Kumon method of learning as part of its initiative to develop their skills 

and enhance social capabilities. As of September 2016, 45 persons with disabilities were 

employed at DOCOMO PlusHearty, and we intend to expand hiring into the future.

In terms of services for our customers, we apply family discounts to same-sex partners and 

intend to continue promoting understanding of sexual minorities.

DOCOMO Receives GOLD Certification in the PRIDE Index

The PRIDE Index is Japan’s first framework for evaluating corporate 

initiatives related to LGBT and sexual minorities. DOCOMO received 

the “Gold” certification in October 2016 in recognition of the following 

initiatives.

Initiatives

DOCOMO carries out educational activities through training targeting all employees and 

communicates its message on sexual minorities through advertisements.

Index 3: Inspiration

Since fiscal 2015, we have carried out LGBT training for staff responsible for human 

resources, human resource development and hiring across the NTT Group, which were 

attended by employees of 25 companies. In addition, NTT DOCOMO organized group-

based training for employees in managerial positions. We also publish reference materials 

on LGBT on the NTT DOCOMO intranet, consisting of basic knowledge, customer service 

and questions and answers related to handling transgender issues in the workplace. We 

also provide training aimed at promoting an understanding of LGBT through e-learning for 

all DOCOMO Group companies.

Index 5: Engagement/Empowerment

We show our CSR advertisement “For ONEs,” which contains references to sexual 

minorities, on our website and as a televised commercial (as of November 2016).
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Basic Policies and Philosophy

DOCOMO seeks to ensure the safety of employees and others and to facilitate 

implementation of its operations in accordance with its Safety Management Rules. These 

rules stipulate that we establish a working environment where industrial accidents are 

prevented, provide instructions so that employees can safely engage in operations, and 

rigorously carry out inspections and maintenance. 

Occupational Health and Safety

● Health and Safety Management

The NTT Group manages labor health and safety on a Group-wide basis by establishing 

regulations on health management in compliance with Japan’s Labor Standards Act and 

Industrial Safety and Health Law, with the aim of securing the health and safety of staff in 

the workplace and promoting the development of a pleasant working environment. 

DOCOMO has established a safety and health management system at each worksite 

to fulfill our obligation to secure the health and safety of workers in their workplace. 

We have also appointed a general health and safety manager who oversees the safety 

supervisors and health supervisors (health and safety officers at small-scale worksites). 

Safety Committees set up at worksites that employ more than 100 staff and worksite 

Health Committees with more than 50 employees. Industrial physicians are appointed for 

worksites with more than 50 staff.

With respect to specific aspects of operations undertaken at each individual worksite, 

we ensure that all needs are properly met in accordance with the Ministry of Health, Labour 

and Welfare regulations, and that we fulfill our obligation to provide physical examinations 

for all DOCOMO Group employees. We also implement measures for monitoring, managing 

and reducing long working hours.

Initiatives for a Healthy and Safe Workplace

● Promoting Health and Safety in the Workplace

In order to provide an environment in which every individual employee can play an active 

role, DOCOMO Group is focusing on creating workplaces where employees can work in 

safety and good health.

DOCOMO Group is involved in construction work related to network facility 

maintenance that is done in high places. Consequently, we conduct operations in 

compliance with prevailing laws and safety regulations, and we implement safety measures 

in accordance with the DOCOMO Safety Manual for Construction Work, which are also 

extended to our business partners. We instruct workers to remain fully alert during assembly 

and disassembly of scaffolding, and when working on steel pillars, steel towers and 

rooftops. We also discuss Hiyari-Hatto (close call) incidents, consider countermeasures and 

record data to alert employees of workplace hazards and dangerous actions. We monitor 

situations through audits using check sheets, sometimes without prior notice.

Our health and safety management system is led by the head of the organization that 

supervises matters related to safety and serves as the general health and safety manager. 

Our centralized industrial accident control system enables us to manage and track labor 

accident data for the entire Group.

For DOCOMO, safety is always the top priority. Our system for preventing work-related 

● Health and Safety Management System

Principal Safety SupervisorPrincipal Health Supervisor

Safety SupervisorHealth Supervisor

Health and Safety Committee

General Health and Safety Manager

Safe Driving Supervisor

Vehicle Operation 
Supervisor Industrial Physician
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● Number of Serious Accidents during Construction Work over the Past 3 Fiscal Years

FY2013 FY2014 FY2015

Serious industrial accidents 1 2 2

● Mental Healthcare

We provide preventive care based on the “Four Cares” guideline proposed by the Ministry 

of Health, Labour and Welfare. Principal mental healthcare approaches include self-care, 

in which employees perform stress checks; “line care,” which consists of various training 

programs for managers; and care by in-house industrial healthcare staff and related staff. 

For this final type of care, workplace monitoring and physical exams form a foundation after 

which follow-ups and interviews, and interviews and guidance sessions are conducted 

for those working long hours. Also, we have set up an external counseling desk as care 

provided through services of external Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs). In April 2013, 

we designated a single EAP service to unify the different contact points (EAP Service) 

that had formerly been used by each branch office and Group company. We did this so 

that all Group employees could utilize the same service nationwide, regardless of specific 

circumstances such as personnel transfers.

In addition to conducting stress checks to promote self-care by employees, we analyze 

the results to determine the status of stress in each organization and its causes. The 

information is relayed to each organization as feedback to be used for improvements in the 

workplace by implementing necessary training and measures. The content and results of the 

stress checks are handled on a strictly confidential basis to protect employee privacy.

We also monitor changes in the number of employees taking leave to deal with mental 

health issues.
Guidelines for Promoting Mental Healthcare in Enterprises
http://www2.mhlw.go.jp/kisya/kijun/20000809_02_k/20000809_02_k_shishin.html

FY2013 FY2014 FY2015

Employees on leave 71 59 71

● Number of Employees on Leave for Mental Health Reasons

accidents and injuries includes the Health and Safety Committees at each business office as 

well as the DOCOMO Safety Council and DOCOMO Safety Committee at the headquarters.

The Health and Safety Committees, consisting of members from both management 

and labor, examine and deliberate on basic measures to prevent DOCOMO employees 

from being exposed to various dangers and health problems. The committees also promote 

improvements in the health and safety of the employees and meet once a month to 

analyze the results of health and safety management, consider measures and record data. 

Information is provided to employees for the benefit of their own health and safety. The 

DOCOMO Safety Council and DOCOMO Safety Committee each consist of members from 

both management and labor, including those from telecom construction firms, and they 

share information to prevent work accidents.

● Status of Accidents during Construction Work

As we have expanded our communication areas, we have been making a strong effort to 

maintain our base stations in order to offer connectivity to our customers wherever they 

are—in the city, on the subway, or in a rural or relatively unpopulated area.

As a company that outsources construction work to telecom construction firms, 

DOCOMO seeks to enhance safety management skills by holding the DOCOMO Safety 

Training program for all DOCOMO Group employees across Japan. The training provides 

knowledge through sessions on hazard prediction exercises, relevant laws and regulations, 

aerial work exercises, and vehicle features. In light of past accidents involving special 

vehicles and aerial work, we also strive to raise the level of response at the worksite 

through skill development training with telecom construction firms.

We have intensified safety patrols by DOCOMO Group companies to boost frontline 

worker safety awareness and ensure thorough implementation of on-site hazard prediction 

and other safety measures. Specifically, we hold full safety inspections using checklists for 

reviewing such aspects as safety measures, accident prevention, work procedures and 

basic actions of every work team in all sites. We also conduct safety awareness surveys 

on an ongoing basis to question frontline workers at each site on topics such as their 

awareness of past accidents while also rechecking aspects including safety measures.
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● Improving Employee Health

DOCOMO provides annual physical examinations for all employees in compliance with 

Japan’s Industrial Safety and Health Act. For employees who have reached a certain 

age, we provide physical examinations that cover additional checkpoints beyond those 

legally mandated commensurate with their respective stage in life as well as brain scans. 

Employees who want a more detailed examination can undergo a complete medical 

examination partially subsidized by the Company. In response to the results of the regular 

and complete physical examinations, industrial healthcare staff provide healthcare 

guidance with specific details in collaboration with the health insurance society.

In addition, we implement the “Let’s Walk & Run Campaign” to promote the wellbeing 

of DOCOMO Group employees and docomo Shop staff. The campaign utilizes the 

healthcare services offered by DOCOMO, and employees can deepen their understanding 

of these services while enjoying participation in the competition in a number of steps. High 

scorers in the campaign are presented with d POINTs, and both individuals and teams 

are welcome to compete in the program, thereby boosting communication about health 

management in the workplace while at the same time offering incentives.
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